Get Prototypes Pronto
When it comes to product development or
design improvement, time is critical. Product
development cycles are shorter than ever.
And when a field problem occurs, design
improvements must be made immediately.
That’s why Parco developed its Rapid
Prototype Program. Through that program,
Parco can provide prototype parts in as
few as three working days.

1. Standard O-rings or Back-up Rings
Using our existing molds, we can provide you
with up to 50 standard O-rings or contoured
back-up rings within three working days.

2. Non-standard O-rings or
Simple Custom Shapes
Using our unique single-cavity mold design,
we can provide you with up to 50 non-standard
O-ring prototypes or 50 custom molded
prototypes in a simple shape within five
working days.

When it comes to delivering
prototypes rapidly, Parco leaves
the competition in the dust. After
completing a six-month trial of its
Rapid Prototype Program, Parco
consistently delivered prototypes
and secured customer approval

3. Complex Custom Shapes or
Ground Parts
Our extensive molding experience allows us
to provide you with up to three custom molded
prototypes in a complex shape in five working
days. We can also grind up to three large
custom prototypes from molded slugs in five

before competitors were able to

working days. That option eliminates the

even provide samples.

need for an expensive mold.

Three Simple Options

Help your customers cross the finish

Parco’s Rapid Prototype Program offers three

line first with Rapid Prototypes

options to provide the prototypes you need,

from Parco.

when you need them.

Rely on Parco

bonded parts. Our quality management system
is certified to to ISO 9001, ISO/TS 16949, AC7115,

Parco is a leading manufacturer of

and AS9100.

high-performance seals. We specialize in

Parco products are available throughout the world

developing proprietary elastomeric compounds

from a network of knowledgeable distributors.

and bonding techniques. Parco’s seals are
available in more than 800 compounds.
Founded in 1941, Parco was the first

Parco Delivers Faster

manufacturer to specialize in O-rings. Our

For more information on our Rapid Prototype

154,000 square-foot facility is one of

Program, please contact a Parco customer service

the largest rubber seal plants in the world.

representative or one of our distributors. Parco

Parco also manufactures custom-molded

can provide sample parts in as few as three

elastomeric products, including rubber-to-metal

working days.

Rapid Prototype Program
1. Standard O-rings or
Back-up Rings
Part Sizes

All industry
standard sizes

2. Non-standard O-rings or
Simple Custom Shapes3

3. Complex Custom
Shapes or Ground Parts

Non-standard O-rings:
•1/32 to 22 inches
inside diameter
Simple custom
molded shapes:
•1/32 to 7 inches
inside diameter

Compounds
Quantity, Max.

Any Parco standard
or special compound

Any Parco standard
or special compound

Inside diameter:
• 2 to 6 inches
Outside diameter:
• 5 to 8 1/2 inches
Length:
• 1/4 to 8 inches
Various

50

50

3

$100

$100

$250

Tool Charge

$0

$250

$0

Lead Time, Days2

3

5

5

Price1

For standard O-rings or back-up rings, non-standard O-rings, or simple custom shapes, price is $100 per lot or the value of
the parts, whichever is greater. For complex custom shapes and ground parts, price is $250 each.
2
Lead times shown above are for any Parco standard or special compound. Lead time may be longer for other compounds.
3
Sizes exceeding 5 inches inside diameter may be subject to higher tooling costs.
1
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